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6. Is this a pipe? Validity of a tax reform for a developing country

Ana Paula Dourado

I. INTRODUCTION

René Magritte’s painting illustrating a pipe and entitled ‘this is not a pipe’ highlights the difference between the object and its representation. A tax reform in a developing country where plural legalities coexist (the object, Magritte’s pipe or pipes) will induce the tax legislator to represent a unitary solution that is to be enforced by officials who may initially identify themselves with diverse legalities. The challenge for the drafter of the tax reform will be to identify the legalities in force, to grant validity to some of them, and to represent the result in a unitary tax law that will be accepted as valid by tax officials and taxpayers. The result will then be another pipe with selected elements of the underlying pipes.

Assume that the technical assistance of an external legal drafter is requested to draft and discuss with local officials, parliamentary members and publicly with other players and taxpayers, a whole or partial tax reform in a developing country. The external legal drafter is expected to play the Hercules legislator in a society in transition and rich in plural legalities. Assume further that she is an expert contracted by an international organization, and in her skin as Hercules legislator she will have an excellent knowledge of the topic, both from a theoretical and a practical perspective. Our external legal drafter is an academic, and therefore has a good acquaintance with the legal system and existing tax law that is to be reformed, with the family of law to which it belongs.

---

* Has been acting as expert at the legal department of the IMF, drafting and negotiating the tax reforms in Portuguese-speaking countries since 2003.

† In analogy to Dworkin’s Hercules judge: G. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978 (1977)) 105–7; G. Dworkin, Law’s Empire, Fontana Masterguides (Glasgow: Frank Kermode (ed.), 1986) e.g., chs V and VI.
...and with many other legal systems belonging or not to the same legal family. She is open to engaging with multiple legalities, including the traditional ones, and she is aware that some of the comparable tax legislation in force in other countries is considered to be a bad example while others may be seen as a model to be followed. Beyond her theoretical knowledge, our external legal drafter has experience participating in previous tax policy definition and legal drafting at the OECD, the EU and in developing countries, and has worked for a national Ministry of Finance.

Assume also, that she acts with considerable policy independence and is engaged in taking her work on tax reforms seriously, fulfilling the role of rational draft legislator envisaged by John Stuart Mill and Enlightenment thinking. This rational draft legislator will not be an obstacle to the aspiration that legislation should emerge from communication and disagreement in democratic assemblies that will internalize dissenting opinions and enact tax law according to the principle of separation of powers. In fact, it is contended here that she will be acting with a national tax reform committee to which she will present her ideas and receive adequate input. In that process, a thorough discussion will occur in respect of tax policy and the concrete legal solutions proposed. It is then expected that the tax legislation will be enacted by a deliberative assembly debating different views and that this assembly is structured with procedural rules securing a democratic decision-making: rules about representation, hearings, debates, amendments and voting. It is therefore assumed that the rule of law will be observed, at least in its formal and basic aspects, as may be observed by an external legal drafter.

This chapter aims to discuss the challenges that policy principles, legal choices and constraints pose to the perfect legislator, our Hercules legislator, in a developing country, in a globalized world, and in a market economy. This Hercules legislator will not only have to perfectly grasp the best technical solutions, their complexity and consequences. She will have to deal with the plural legalities in force. She will face, for example, a market economy organized according to state law, involving different sectors of activity and local and foreign investors. She will learn that foreign investors related to certain sectors of activity require tax holidays as a condition to invest in the country. She will be aware that the informal sector has a strong participation in the economy and that there are high levels of corruption, possibly involving several hierarchical levels of the state. She will learn that different communities with a diverse economic organization, concepts of family, wealth and ability to pay coexist in that state.

II. LEGAL PLURALISM

A. Legal Pluralism in the Anthropological-Sociological Sense

Legal pluralism can be described as the coexistence of two or more legal systems in the same social field. When first mentioned in the literature in the 1920s and 1930s, legal pluralism was linked to colonial societies. It was at the time realized, to a certain extent to the surprise of lawyers and anthropologists, that pre-colonial legal orders coexisted with colonial laws, and legal pluralism was understood as a result of the introduction of European colonial law. The complexity of the pre-colonial orders themselves was not questioned until recently.

In S.E. Merry's article, the strictest meaning of legal pluralism is related to the situation in countries that are European ex-colonies, even though it was known that world migrations have long since led to exporting legal concepts and systems, together with the exportation of culture. In a sociological sense, legal pluralism exists in every society since each group – universities, communities, etc. – has its own set of rules, which coexist with state rules.

---

3 Ibid. 21–4, 27, 39–41, 66, 69 et seq.
5 Waldron, supra note 2, at 40.


7 Merry, supra note 6, at 869.
8 Ibid. 869–70.
Even where legal theorists adopt a broad concept of law, the concept of legal pluralism used by sociologists and anthropologists tends to be broader, covering the rules adopted by every subgroup of a society, such as families, lineage, communities, factories, corporations, universities, as well as tribunals and security forces. As Griffiths has put it, there is a social science view of legal pluralism as an empirical state of affairs in society (the coexistence within a social group of legal orders that do not belong to a single ‘system’) and a ‘juristic’ view. However, contrary to Griffiths’ juristic view of legal pluralism, the latter does not confine itself to state law or, in his words, to situations where ‘the sovereign commands different bodies of law for different groups of population varying by ethnicity, religion, nationality, or geography, and when the parallel legal regimes are all dependent on the state legal system’.

B. Legal Pluralism in the Strict Legal Sense: Law is Not Exclusively State Law

The aforementioned misunderstanding lies in the fact that law does not have to correspond to the Kelsenian concept characterized by a pyramid or a rigid hierarchy of rules, where the state has the monopoly in enacting or validating and recognizing them. Moreover, legal positivism is not necessarily or even essentially statist, since custom and customary law, in the sense it is understood by legal theorists, can also comply with positivistic parameters.

For example, Hart’s concept of law, packaging primary and secondary rules, accommodates sources of law that do not necessarily emanate from the state, since law exists and is valid if there are commonly accepted rules of recognition. That is, law exists and is valid as long as there is a ‘concordant practice by courts, officials and private persons’ identifying the validity of law according to publicly known criteria and applying it (internal statement), those criteria (rules of recognition) exist and are valid (external assessment), and the legal system as a whole is valid (due to the internal and the external assessment). Hart even mentions the case of pathological systems evolving from a colonial status to independence and in that context he foresees the case of conflicts of validity due to conflicts among different officials applying conflicting rules of recognition and a break of unity among them.

It seems indisputable, however, that outside pathological situations, legal pluralism, including coexistence of pre-colonial with colonial legal systems and the latter with post-colonial legal systems, were not on Hart’s agenda. On the one hand, Hart distinguishes between pre-legal and legal societies, where in the former there are only primary rules shared by the community, but no officials imposing them, and in the latter primary and secondary rules, namely, rules of recognition; on the other hand, Hart essentially discusses scenarios of unity of law.

In The Concept of Law, Hart’s primary rules impose duties and his secondary rules confer powers, public or private, leading to the creation or variation of duties or obligations. Hart’s secondary rules contain the criteria for identifying the law, and they ‘specify the ways in which the primary rules may be conclusively ascertained, introduced, eliminated, varied, and the fact of their violation conclusively determined’: secondary rules are classified by Hart in categories that include rules of recognition, specifying the criteria of legal validity; rules of change, empowering an individual or a body of persons to introduce new primary rules for the conduct of the life of the group, and to eliminate old rules; rules conferring private power (to conclude a contract or transfer property); and rules of adjudication (defining judges or courts, jurisdiction, and judgment), as well as rules centralizing the official sanctions of the system. A primary rule is valid if it passes all the tests by the rule of recognition, even if they conflict with other rules of the system and even if the latter are to prevail, namely, because the system contains an ultimate rule of recognition with a supreme criterion of validity.

Such a concept of the legal system corresponds to a more complex legal system and does not describe pre-colonial societies and their


10 Griffiths, supra note 6, at 7; Merry, supra note 6, at 871.


13 Ibid. 138–40.


16 Ibid. 118–20.

17 Ibid. 79.

18 Ibid. 100–103.
traditional legal systems (with their own methods of enacting law and with their own rules to apply it, even if they are based on oral transmission and include orduyas). Hart refers to pre-legal societies consisting only of primary rules, where there are no officials; and, in that case, the rules must be widely accepted by the group, no distinction existing between obedience to rules (by the normal citizen) and acceptance of legal validity (by the official). This is connected to the fact that in traditional communities there are no individual rights and duties as opposed to the community's rights and duties.

Even if those systems, still to be found in substate communities belonging to states recently formed, acquire a status of legality by Hart’s rules of recognition, the latter seem to imply that colonial and post-colonial legal systems will determine the validity of the former. In fact, these are recognized by officials (e.g., the tax administration or tax judges) whose competence is given approval in a constitutive legal system.

In other words, Hart’s concept of law does not exclude non-state law, and in this sense is able to grant us some framework for the analysis of legal pluralism in developing countries undergoing a tax reform. However, since traditional legal systems are pre-legal for Hart they are not included in the concept of law, unless we see them in a dynamic perspective and conclude that in a colonial and post-colonial setting they are habitually accepted by the majority of a community, involving both private persons and officials provided with authoritative criteria.

In Hart’s concept of law, obedience and validity will be congruent in non-pathological situations, but dynamic situations, such as colonized states becoming independent, will lead to changes in rules of recognition. Even if some of the previous colonial legislation is still in force, it will only be valid if the rule of recognition locally accepted grants it validity. This is the case where post-colonial rules of recognition acknowledge traditional tax rules and solve any conflicting overlapping problems with the colonial tax law still in force (for example, a post-colonial constitutional rule accepts that traditional poll taxes coexist with state and municipal taxes, contrary to the colonial income tax code still in force). Hart’s rules of recognition grant us by their nature the criteria to solve conflicts among plural legalities at the application level.

where constitutional rules will normally prevail above others, and therefore any moral concept of law is unnecessary to solve such conflicts.

For the purposes of this chapter, the dynamic dimension of ‘pre-legal’ and ‘legal’ systems is taken into account. Moreover, the meaning of traditional rules adopted here, includes Hart’s ‘pre-legal’ set of rules and the rules of the diverse communities coexisting in a certain state and originally belonging to different states, nations, cultures and languages. Furthermore, for the purposes of its relevance to the process of tax legal drafting, it is assumed that these communities reside in a developing country undergoing a tax reform.

III. ACKNOWLEDGING LEGAL PLURALISM AS THE BASIS FOR A SUCCESSFUL TAX REFORM

Legal pluralism is far from being exclusive to developing countries or ex-colonies of European countries. Legal drafting in the current globalized world is characterized by a plural discourse, where legal players, although originally having different backgrounds, are used to critically sharing and spreading their legal knowledge and values, in global discussion forums, such as the OECD, the Global Forum, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the European Union, the Inter-American Center of Tax Administrations (CIAT), the International Fiscal Association (IFA) or the European Association of Tax Law Professors (EATLP). In this context, the global legal discourse travels fast in respect of every legal field, and is a product of global identity, solidarity, and a sense of global fairness and unfairness, global human and fundamental rights. Examples of this in tax law are the awareness of phenomena such as tax evasion and avoidance by certain groups of taxpayers, the consequences of tax secrecy and tax havens for each and every country, the importance of exchange of information on tax matters,

---

10 Ibid. 114.
21 Hart, The Concept of Law, supra note 14, at 117.
the right to a fair hearing in tax litigation, information duties and the *nemo tenetur se ipsum accusarem* principle, among other ones.

The aforementioned international legal players tend to favor best practices and seek to reduce diversity and this also explains the reciprocal influences that characterize tax legislation policies. In some domains, solutions are a theme with variations as in a classical composition, in respect of which the interpreters (tax administration, domestic courts and taxpayers) will make the difference. For example, VAT and transfer pricing rules are similar in many tax systems as a result of the aforementioned discourse. Yet, their correct application is far from satisfactory and tax administrations can seldom hire the best interpreters to bring the enacted tax rules, amendments and reforms into a fully successful application. The situation is even more critical in developing countries, where those interpreters will never be hired. The story is different in respect of legal drafters, since time spent and degree of difficulty are significantly less than time and difficulty required in correctly interpreting and applying the law and because legal drafters with comparative law backgrounds provide technical assistance, as is the case for our external legal drafter, in the framework of international assistance programs, such as those of the IMF or the World Bank.

IV. FACTICITIES AND VALIDITY: HABERMAS AND TAX REFORM

Hart’s rules of recognition are relevant in this chapter in order to solve any conflicts among plural legalities. However, it is contended here that Hart’s rules of recognition are insufficient to grant validity to legal systems, since validity requires that the rules are the product of genuine argumentative interaction among the representatives of different legalities (faiticities in the Habermasian sense) and that includes tax reforms. As a consequence, it is herein contended that the rules of recognition also have to be valid in the Habermasian sense. Thus, our Hercules legislator will not only have to deal with the plural legalities in force and the rules of recognition, but also solve the challenges of faiticity and validity and the tension resulting therefrom.

---

24 These concepts are therefore used here in the Habermasian sense and further discussed below: see Habermas, *supra* note 20, at 52-53.


In this context, faiticity broadly corresponds to the individual legalities in force in a certain state, as stated by each participant in a communication discourse. Those individual legalities may include strict tax legalities, if there are any (for example, traditional poll taxes and taxes on transactions, language and currency used in tax accounting duties), and legalities with consequences in a tax regime (such as the concept of marriage and family, traditional contracts and inheritance rules).

First, consider the example of the family unit for tax purposes. Are polygamous marriages recognized by state tax law, for the purposes of aggregate taxation and allowances? In a state facing diverse meanings of marriage are all of them valid, in a communication process? In a dynamic and normative perspective, should all of them be recognized by state tax law?

Second, consider the example of how tax rules apply to diverse immigrant communities in a state. Assume that an immigrant community organizes itself according to its own economic rules, which differ from the rules of the mainstream population, and that its economic activity is subsidized by its state of origin. As a condition for investing in our developing country that community requires that its tax accounting is accounted for in its own language; it moreover requires that the value of the transactions carried on in the course of business is written down in its own or another foreign currency. Do the principles of equality and of the market economy require a free use of diverse languages for tax purposes? Do they require that transactions are to be accounted for in any currency? Does, in contrast, the ability to pay principle require that every immigrant community has to account for its economic transactions in the language of the host country, for tax purposes? Does the principle of a sovereign state require that transactions are exclusively written down, for tax purposes, in its national currency?

Faiticities and legalities will hereinafter be used as synonyms. It is assumed here that each kind of legality will be directly or indirectly represented in the legislative commission. In turn, validity is the result achieved by the argumentative interaction among those participants and among the members of the parliament in a democratically elected assembly voting on the tax reform. This implies that our external legal drafter will have the opportunity to be aware of the rules derived by traditional legalities, the rules derived by colonial inheritance, the rules that will attract foreign investment in general and some foreign industries in particular (e.g., oil companies) and the rules that will allow the country
to be part of the international tax legal community. She will have to acknowledge to an adequate extent each of these legalities and, like the Hercules judge, our Hercules legislator will have to find a coherent compromise among them. Through that coherence she will seek to ensure that her drafts become law reform proposals and ultimately legislation in force (becoming a fact and valid).

As mentioned above, a Hercules legislator has to draft her proposals in a foreign legislative commission hosting her, to which she presents her fundamental ideas on a certain tax code and corresponding essential tax elements (tax object, tax subject and the quantification elements) – hereinafter, the legal type of tax.27 If she starts by presenting her model or the legal type of tax corresponding to what she believes to be a universally valid tax code, she will do it using her previous background.

In the context of drafting new legislation for a foreign legal system, the external legal expert’s initial proposal is a ‘fact’, and not the ‘real truth’ in the Habermasian sense.28 Facts are statements corresponding to mere individual truths that the external legal expert wants to communicate to the addressee (the national legislative commission, her clients) as an objective truth. This objective truth is a valid solution,29 a best practice. However, it is only the starting point, and as such, facts and individual truths brought by the external legal draftsman are not the ‘final assessment’. To achieve validity in the host legal system implies acting by communicating, and this requires her to carefully consider her clients’ facticities.30 She is expected to act in this commission through genuine communication and critical reasoning aimed at reaching an agreement on the right tax solutions.

For the Hercules legislator, like the Hercules judge, coherence will result from a compromise among different legal principles coexisting hand-in-hand, and from correct interpretation of those principles. For example, the meaning of wealth and of ability to pay can be different for different religious and community groups, for inhabitants of the countryside and for those residing and working in the city, for the different cultural communities and nations. An external legal draftsman facing plural legalities will have to interpret them and try to reach a compromise that should be a right answer – in order to represent it in the communicative discourse, a normative perspective will be adopted, as will be explained below.

27 Dourado, supra note 4, at 16.
28 Habermas, supra note 20, at 29 et seq.
29 Ibid.
The result achieved from this communication process aims to be valid over time, but our external legal drafter will be aware that the validity of some of the rules of the legal type of tax will be relative both in time and in space. More concretely, the timeframe of validity depends substantially on the type of tax code and tax elements that are handled in a tax reform. For example, a general tax code will tend to be valid for a long period, whereas the validity of a corporate income tax will very much depend on the underlying domestic, regional and international economy and on the domestic political regime and corresponding policies. Moreover, within a corporate income tax code, some rules corresponding to the legal type of tax are more stable (tax object, tax subject and some aspects of the tax base, such as the option between source and worldwide taxation or the meaning of profits and costs), and others less stable (the ones corresponding to the quantification of the tax, such as deductible costs).

Whereas approval of the more stable group of rules is normally subject to the parliament’s competence, approval of the less stable group is often delegated to the Ministry of Finance or to the tax administration and implying a faster approval procedure. The same distinction between groups of tax rules – more stable and less stable ones – applies in respect of their universal validity (validity beyond national frontiers of the legal tax solutions agreed upon).

In general, however, contrary to the validity of legal solutions considered by Habermas, validity in tax law is often limited to relatively narrow time and space frames. This is because taxes are very much dependent on other legal and economic institutions and policies and the latter vary quickly in the current era of open and globalized economies. The only exceptions are the fundamental principles of tax law, which may be granted either constitutional ranking or are in general tax codes.

A. Plural Legitimations Ignored by the Legislator and the Role of Tax Officials and Traditional Authorities

This chapter focuses on legal drafting, but difficulties and constraints regarding legal interpretation also have to be mentioned. Consider again the example of the married tax unit. Imagine that income tax law provides for a tax regime for married couples that is more favorable than the one applied to single individuals. Marriage, for the purpose of personal income tax, means monogamous heterosexual marriage, although in that country, Muslims, Animists, Christians, Hindus and many other religious and atheist communities coexist. If it is accepted here that this example illustrates a case of underlying conflicting legitimations that have not been solved in a satisfactory manner by the state law, the application of law by state officials – administration and courts – will imply an assessment of the multiple legitimations in force, in order to reach the whole and the inner morality of law. The latter will be reached by the official in the manner in which she manages to combine the diverse legitimations, but its achievement will be better or worse depending on the state legal conditions to become an agent of the administration, a judge, or an arbiter and to exercise those functions.

If a state manages to grant some central guidance by a precedence rule to the courts, or by somehow imposing settled case law by supreme courts on lower courts, and by rulings by the central tax administration that bind the different tax departments and officials, then the aforementioned subjective combination of legitimations by each official will turn out to be a combination achieved with some harmony by the state officials. The more the central state guidance is exercised and is binding, the faster the plurality of legitimations will convert into a state legal order, accommodating the underlying legitimations and contributing to the effectiveness of the separation of powers in tax law, generality of law and equality. Application of state law by officials can be combined with the nomination of a local authority or arbiter, to resolve disputes according to a traditional legality in a certain cultural community. The local authority or arbiter can act either alone or by integrating a jury of state officials, who have discretion to combine state and non-state law according to the concrete circumstances of the case.

Later in this chapter we will refer to the dynamic perspective of legal pluralism in contemporary developing countries. At this point, it is enough to note that the requirements to be a public official or an arbiter applying a traditional legality are dictated by state law or regulations and the same is true in respect of procedural rules (competence, law

---

34 Dourado, supra note 4, at 22.
35 Habermas, supra note 20, at 36–7.
36 On the inner morality of law, see Lon Fuller, ‘Positivism and Fidelity to Law: A Reply to Professor Hart’ (1958) 71 Harvard Law Review Forum 630 at 637, 645; and on that inner morality being applicable not only to the state legal system but also to ‘subordinate legal systems’, see Lon Fuller, The Morality of Law (revised edn, New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1969) 126; Waldron, supra note 12, at 150–54.
applicable, etc.). State law may well provide for or authorize a combined application of traditional and state law by those officials and arbiters.

However, if it is expected that the officials exclusively apply state law, the inner morality of the whole will depend on the recognition of the state law by the officials, and assuming Hart’s rule of recognition\textsuperscript{38} applies, the submission of those officials to the state law in detriment to other legalities, is a question of degree, and will depend on how much discretion state law will grant the officials. Depending on the field of regulation, there can be both positive conflicts and recognition between these officials and their respective functions, on the one hand, and the traditional authorities accepted as such by the pre-colonial society rules, on the other hand.

In any case, the dynamic of legalities within a particular country implies that conflicts among them will not always be solved at the level of the enacted tax reform, that is, at the level of the written law. On the one hand, not all conflicting legalities will be foreseeable, and on the other hand, the balance among them is to be found in a dynamic perspective. For this assessment, it is irrelevant whether an external legal drafter proposes a tax reform or whether the latter is exclusively carried out by national committees and by the national parliament. It can be assumed, as a general proposition, that there will be more conflicts if external legal drafters intervene, since they may not be familiar with the different legalities. However, our Hercules legislator knows that if she becomes acquainted with the plural legalities in force she will avoid some conflicts that may occur among them at the moment of application, even if it is not possible to solve all of them in the enacted state law.

If the rules of recognition still accommodate some non-state rules, namely, by granting discretion in some tax matters to the officials, validity of the tax reform will be more likely to be successful in space and time. The vaguer the norm, the more it will accommodate the complexity of society, different normative viewpoints and appropriateness to the concrete case will be a decision left to the application level.\textsuperscript{39} However, in respect of tax base rules and tax offences rules, legal vagueness should be avoided if the level of corruption among officials is high (see section VIII B below).

In order to test whether our external legal drafter has managed to reach validity of a tax reform in a communication process, the application moment is crucial: whether the instances applying the law recognize that state tax law as valid (Hart); whether they recognize it as the only valid law or valid at all if it is not inherently moral (Fuller); whether after a tax reform non-state legalities oppose state legality and to what extent the former are still recognized by the competent officials; and whether the competent officials are granted discretion by state law in order to weigh other legal rules enacted by non-state authorities.

V. COMPLEXITY OF LEGALITIES

A. Vertical and Horizontal Dimensions

The complexity of the legalities that can be found in our developing country can bring together the whole amount of combined possibilities an academic can imagine in a theoretical exercise and, with them, some constraints on a tax reform compliant with the rule of law. The multiple legalities can be divided in a vertical dimension (and by that is meant the state versus traditional legalities) and a horizontal dimension (meaning the relationship among the different traditional legalities).

In a vertical dimension, the multiple legalities may be separate and prohibited by state law, may be separate but ignored by the state (i.e., tolerated) or may be explicitly recognized by state law.\textsuperscript{40} For example, a poll tax charged in a traditional community by the traditionally recognized authority may be incompatible with the constitutional ability to pay principle and in that case prohibited, it may be ignored by state law or it may be expressly foreseen by state law.

Non-recognition of different legalities by state law can be as damaging as their prohibition. In relation to our example of marriage above, if the state law only recognizes certain types of private contract, such as monogamous marriage between two persons of different sex, it does not prohibit other marriages concluded according to different rules and legalities, but it will not recognize any rights resulting thereof. State non-recognition will amount to state discriminatory treatment, in respect of taxes, if monogamous heterosexual couples and corresponding family aggregates are handled in a more favorable way than other couples or unmarried individuals.

Another example relates to the application of property tax exclusively to the onerous transfer of building sites (‘urban immovable property’),

---

\textsuperscript{38} In the sense of Hart, supra note 14, at 97–120.


\textsuperscript{40} See Facchi, supra note 6, at e.g., 3–11, 37–45, 51–7.
where the transfer of land ('rural immovable property') is not taxable. This tax regime is justified by a constitutional prohibition (state legality) to the transfer of land (land belongs to the state and cannot be transferred). Nonetheless, the right to use and exploitation of the soil for agricultural, industrial, commercial or building purposes, as well as sites built on it, can be transferred. The right to transfer the use and exploitation of the soil between private parties is granted by the municipalities and a fee is charged upon that transfer. Furthermore, a market price is being applied between those private parties to this transfer: the market price will vary according to market elements such as dimension and location and will be reflected both in the market and in the effectively applied price. These private contracts are tolerated but not recognized by the state (and municipalities), and state law does not grant them any tax value either. The result of this complex set of legalities is that the transfer of land will have a more beneficial tax treatment than the sale of a building site and this will lead to distortions.

Different vertical legalities in force can equally be recognized in the coexistence of state, regional and municipal rules, binding international law and law enacted by international organizations to which a state belongs. The latter meaning can be found in federal states and in regional integrations, such as the Member States of the European Union and many others around the world, including developing countries and within these African sub-Saharan countries (e.g., OHADA and SADC).

In a horizontal dimension, different legalities can coexist under the umbrella of the same state and of the same state law (e.g., Muslims and Animists) in multiple adjacent communities without dialogue and interaction and that amounts to mutual tolerance of the adjacent communities without the recognition of their rules as binding outside each of the communities.

It is here assumed that our developing country constitutionally recognizes fiscal and regulatory competence of municipal communities and that it is member of a regional integration the treaty of which is inspired by the Treaties of the European Union. The first assumption corresponds to the horizontal dimension of legal pluralism, and may facilitate coexistence of different local taxes based on traditional legalities. The second assumption corresponds to the vertical dimension of legal pluralism and will lead to an increase of transplanted categories. The dynamic dimension of legal pluralism and the assessment of transplanted categories in the context of tax reforms in developing countries will be discussed below.

B. Global Tax Legal Discourse and its Layers of Influence

It is contended here that the global legal discourse should have different layers of influence. In private legal relations or private law fields, such as family law, the global dialogue is restricted to areas of fundamental rights, or to a certain concept of the rule of law, at least where that discourse is essentially liberal and tends to acknowledge diversity. In contrast, in respect of global business, the global discourse aims at handling multinationals, charities, and other non-governmental organizations, according to uniform principles and rules. The fact that developing countries are not able to influence the rules of the current global order leaves them the 'tragic choice' between granting full tax incentives in order to attract investment by multinationals, and accepting sophisticated and controversial rules adopted by OECD member states.

---

41 Mozambican Constitution, arts 109 and 110.
43 The Treaty of the Organization for the Harmonization of Business Law in Africa was signed on 17 October 1993, and the OHADA has 16 member states: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Comoros, Congo, Ivory Coast, Gabon, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Chad and Togo. This number is likely to evolve to include new members, whether or not members of the Organization of African Unity (OAU). The signatories to the OHADA Treaty are also members of the CPA (common currency linked to the French franc).
44 South African Development Community Treaty, 17 August 1993, as amended. SADC has the following members: Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
45 See, e.g., Facchi, supra note 6, at 3 et seq.
46 See, for example, Ayelet Shachar, Multicultural Jurisdiction, Cultural Differences and Women's Rights (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001) 45–63; and also Werner Menskim, 'Indian Secular Pluralism and its Relevance for Europe' in Ralph Grillo et al. (eds), Legal Practice and Cultural Diversity (Farnham/Burlington: Ashgate, 2009) 31–47; Gordon R. Woodman, 'The Challenge of African Customary Laws to English Legal Culture' in Legal Practice and Cultural Diversity', id. 135–47.
47 See Tsilgy Dagan, Chapter 3.
such as arm's length transfer pricing rules, and which are also unsatisfactory to the latter states. This very often means that developing countries have to be satisfied with only appearing on the map of international investment, even if by reducing corporate tax rates and granting tax holidays to international investment, in order to participate in the uncoordinated global tax competition.\(^{48}\) Sometimes, they create offshore centers to become destinations of dematerialized financial services. It is disputed that offshore centers bring economic benefits from a worldwide point of view\(^{49}\) and they seem to contribute very little to the GDP of inefficient host developing countries, except by creating an obscure area outside of the state control, or a parallel state the rules of which are unclear, and by granting loans at interest rates generally not available to the local population and local investment.\(^{50}\)

Global norms of taxation are not, however, restricted to taxation of multinational companies, or to non-governmental organizations operating worldwide, but also apply to other taxpayers. In fact, international legal players tend to export rules in respect of every taxpayer, including medium and small-sized companies and individuals. The reason for this seems to be the use of a basic legal language and technique, understood by a drafter as the only one that brings legal preciseness to a legal system and improves it. Tax concepts such as net income, resident taxpayer, source of income, permanent establishment, depreciation, proportional or progressive rates, and withholding taxes are in their broad terms common to every jurisdiction. Where some jurisdictions have identified tax planning activities, especially cross-border tax planning activities and have generated a legislative reaction to such tax planning, these may prove to be best practices that could be followed by other jurisdictions, whether they are OECD member states or developing countries.

Whereas pure exportation of legal solutions will lead to uniformity without the recommended critical analysis, such best practices should be critically reviewed taking into account their appropriateness for the country undergoing a reform.\(^{51}\) Full rejection of globalization would not only imply rejecting global business, but also exchange of ideas and knowledge.\(^{52}\)

VI. A NORMATIVE AND DYNAMIC APPROACH TO LEGAL PLURALISM

If a tax reform does not comply with some of the existing plural legalities, and in its application, administrators are not granted discretion to apply non-state rules, the consequence will either be generalized tax evasion in respect of state taxes and corresponding complicity by the officials or pressure to impose state law if the authorities accept the rule of recognition. Nevertheless, the acknowledgement of plural legalities in force in a developing country does not imply that all of them will be accepted in a tax reform. Our Hercules legislator will handle plural legalities not only in a descriptive perspective, but also in a normative one.\(^{53}\) Achieving validity of a tax reform in the Habermasian sense also implies a normative perspective of legal pluralism.

The rule of law is inherent to this normative perspective, since it contains criteria that should apply universally, and therefore, also to developing countries in the context of globalization. Our external legal drafter will also take into account the dynamic nature of legalities, that is, that pluralistic settings evolve. A resolution of tensions among and between legal pluralities ideally leads to (valid) rules of recognition that contain criteria that solve any emerging conflicts uniformly. Validity of the tax reform depends on the communication process, on the rule of recognition and also on its inherent morality – ultimately, on whether the rule of law is accomplished.\(^{54}\)

This approach is required to modernize a tax system, and improve its justice and efficiency by taking into account comparative legal solutions.

---


\(^{49}\) Ibid.

\(^{50}\) See, e.g., the offshore regime in São Tomé e Príncipe, Decree-Law No. 61/95, Diário da República de S. Tomé e Príncipe, 31 December 1995, 3.º Suplemento; Decree-Law No. 70/95, Diário da República de S. Tomé e Príncipe, 31 December 1995, 7.º Suplemento.


\(^{52}\) Sen, supra note 23, at 122-5; Santos, supra note 23.

\(^{53}\) On the descriptive and normative levels of legal pluralism, see Waldron, supra note 12, at 136-7. See also, William Twining, 'Normative and Legal Pluralism: A Global Perspective' (2009-2010) 20 Duke Journal of Comparative and International Law 473.

\(^{54}\) See Fuller, supra note 36.
The absence of that perspective would mean ignorance and carelessness, and a barrier to the movement of values, knowledge and ideas that can contribute to mutual understanding and improvement of the situation of the most disadvantaged members of a society and of the world population. 55

The normative dimension assesses legal pluralism as a dynamic process, justifies amendments to law and reforms based on local and universal principles inherent to the rule of law, as well as policies aimed at a certain result. It ultimately aims at reaching unity instead of pluralism, for the sake of the principles of generality and equality. Similarly to the Hercules judge, who is expected to fulfill the principles of certainty and legitimacy by a coherent reasoning, in order to reach a unitary answer, our Hercules legislator will use substantive arguments (reasoning) and seek an agreement rationally motivated.

Thus, in a normative and dynamic perspective, unity of law will result from the parliament’s decision on the basis of a proposal drafted by experts that take into account plural legalities and as long as the community and officials accept the corresponding rules of recognition. 56 A parallel between the concept of law, its validity in the static perspective, and its validity in the normative and dynamic perspectives (the perspective of reforms) can be drawn with the public choice theories and welfare economics, respectively, where for the former, justice is assessed in light of the procedural criteria adopted (procedural aspects assessed in themselves, on their legitimacy and illegitimacy) whereas for the latter equity and efficiency are a result of a trade-off. 57 The validity in the normative and dynamic perspective – the perspective of a reform – fulfills the purpose of material justice in a more satisfactory manner. In other words, the normative approach to legal pluralism implies not only an assessment on legitimate procedures – whether legalities are valid or not – but also a material assessment of the legalities and their potential overlap.

If a Hercules legislator proposes what she considers to be the best legal solution, plural legalities also have to be assessed in light of the rule of law parameters considered adequate to a certain state in the world. It is not important that legal solutions are exported in one or the other direction, the important aspect is that the best practices and solutions are adopted wherever they are adequate. 58

Contrary to the situation assumed under section IV, above, if our Hercules legislator carefully steers the process, some conflicts among plural legalities at the application level will be avoided, and the competent officials will seldom have to solve conflicts among primary rules when applying rules of recognition. State law will incorporate the traditional legalities that were judged as valid during the communication process and the rules of recognition will assess state law as valid.

In the next sections it will be discussed how the normative and dynamic perspectives of legal pluralism apply to a tax reform.

VII. FROM PLURALISM TO UNITY IN TAXES

A. Common Colonial Tax Regimes, Common Constraints and Common Challenges

Let us now assume that our Hercules legislator will be in charge of reforming taxes not only in one developing country but in a group of them with a common political and legal (past) history, because they were colonies of the same colonial master. The first round of tax reforms in each of those countries is based on a common tax legal history, a colonial tax system, with schedular taxes and flat rates and no separation between the tax administration and the tax courts (no independent tax courts). It can moreover be assumed that tax reforms and corresponding introduction of global and progressive taxation of income and of a value added tax has been delayed in each of those developing countries, because they went through a socialist period immediately after independence, and during that period, the colonial tax system was kept in force.

Each of these developing countries is willing to apply a non-discriminatory tax regime independently of the nationality of the shareholders (in the sense that no major obstacles exist to constituting a company and to providing services to any of these developing economies). It is also assumed that they are, at least formally, rule-of-law states. Separation of powers is a provision included in their written

55 Sen, supra note 23, e.g. chs 2 and 7; Santos, supra note 23.
56 See this dynamic perspective in Waldron, supra note 12, at 150–55.
58 See, in a broad context, Sen, supra note 23, at 122–4.
constitutions, although the extent to which that separation of powers is effectively applied is not totally known.

However, it can be concluded that in those countries where the constitutional court has already declared tax laws unconstitutional, namely, because the government has passed decree-laws without being authorized by parliamentary law, separation of powers is working in a satisfactory manner. Literacy of population and tax administration and corruption indexes are broadly taken into account for the purposes of the reform, since the former are presumed to be relatively low outside the main cities and the latter to be relatively high throughout the territory of those countries. Both the low literacy of the population and corruption are constraints to the tax reform, because they will be an impediment to equality (of "subjective freedoms in action") and consequently to the communication discourse and to validity of laws.\footnote{Habermas, supra note 20, at 153–65.}

The classic goals of tax systems and tax reforms corresponding to the most equitable and efficient taxes,\footnote{See James Banks and Peter Diamond, The Base for Direct Taxation, Prepared for the Report of a Commission on Reforming the Tax System for the 21st Century, Chaired by Sir James Mirrlees (Institute for Fiscal Studies, 2008), available at www.ifs.org.uk/mirrleesreview.} even if valid in the context of plural legalities, are not easy to apply to our developing countries, due to the aforementioned constraints.

B. Common Normative Solutions

Taking into account the above, it is necessary for the Hercules legislator to establish a tax reform that finds a balance among traditional legalities and state legalities. The reform will have to deal with the past colonial legality, the aforementioned economic, social and cultural constraints and the challenges the new state faces in light of globalization and the concomitant aim to attract foreign investment. It is contended here that, in a normative approach, tax principles based on the rule of law have to prevail over the traditional legalities, in the case of conflict (including the principle of ability to pay and the connected tax principles of net income, progressive or at least proportional taxation of individual income, proportional taxation of corporate income, broad tax bases).

As discussed above, there are many ways to design tax laws in line with those principles and the particular approach should depend on the specific economic and social circumstances of the country undergoing a tax reform and on the policies to be followed. Even so, modernization of the colonial tax system complying with the rule of law will require application of general recommendations. Assuming that the country is able to attract investment in diversified economic sectors (such as agriculture, tourism, minerals and oil, building sites, roads and rails, telecommunication, water and energy resources, commerce, research in science and technology), and the services sector is relatively well organized,\footnote{Jean A.P. Clément and Shanaka Aianath Peiris, Post-Stabilization Economics in Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons from Mozambique (IMF, 2008).} these general recommendations include replacing schedular proportional taxes by a single progressive personal income tax (or, more accurately, by a dual tax system) and a single corporate tax, and taxes on transactions by VAT. Whereas income tax will be aimed at a broad tax base, if tax incentives are simultaneously introduced in order to attract foreign direct investment, the tax system will become incoherent. In the current era of global tax competition and regional integration, the reduced ability of governments to tax mobile factors and to raise revenue under corporate income tax put pressure on productive government expenditure (infrastructure, education, health care) that are vital for the group of developing countries we are considering in this chapter.\footnote{Liam Ebrill, Janet Stotsky and Reint Gropp, Revenue Implications of Trade Liberalization (Washington, DC: IMF, 1999).}
tax, a simple excise tax, and an export/import duty tax, all of them with proportional and low rates.64

Even if the tax principles and the main aspects of the tax types in a rule-of-law state are identified worldwide and are not exclusive to one or another legal system, they are very much dependent on the recognition of state legality. If a small country with a poor economy lacks basic state organization and cohesion and if traditional legalities prevail, the concept of tax will be practically non-existent. If, moreover, there are no foreign economic operators interested in investing in that country, it is recommended that very simple taxes be adopted, observing the basic principle of ability to pay, that are easy to administer.65 The basic effort should then be concentrated in organizing a rule-of-law state and bringing the informal sector into the formal economy.

Every tax system also has to reflect the country’s economic structure, its capacity to administer taxes, its public service needs, its access to other sources of revenue such as aid or oil and, in a normative perspective of legal pluralism, the constitutional principles regarding taxes that are common to rule-of-law states and are often part of general tax codes. The tax morale and the tax culture in a certain country and system have likewise to be taken into account and possibly improved.66 This requires joint work by the tax legal drafters, improvement of the atmosphere of trust between the taxpayer and the tax administration, and reduction of corruption level by granting morals to the function, through the good example of the top officials, training courses abroad, increase of salaries, reduction of legal indeterminacy in tax base rules and tax offenses rules, and strong promotion of independent courts.

Moreover, tax policy has to be connected with the macroeconomic fiscal goals of reducing inflation, interest, budget deficits and public debt to one digit and measures taken to achieve them. Those goals follow the general consensus: broadening the tax base (both in income and consumption taxes), reducing tax rates (especially in income taxes, where corporate income tax and inflation have lead to higher rates than in OECD countries) and improving administration performance through

---


65 See Banks and Diamond, supra note 61.


intensive investment in new technologies. Efficient organization of the tax administration, through avoidance of labor-intensive structures, and overlapping of functions by different departments, and simultaneously finding a structure that corresponds to the administrative culture of the country, is a challenge in order to avoid spillover of resources.

In this context, legal drafting solutions inspired by comparative law and global tax legal discourse will vary, taking into account the constraints, challenges and the purposes of tax policy in each legal system: for example, either the purpose regarding attraction of foreign investment or the purpose of taxation at source of such foreign investment, through withholding taxes; or a balance between both purposes; the purpose of simplifying the tax system or combating tax avoidance of certain groups of risk or an adequate balance between both of them.

C. Unity, Equality and Validity

It has been mentioned above that traditional tax legalities could be related to taxes imposed by traditional authorities (pre-colonial legalities), to compliance with duties in different languages and currencies and to different concepts of ability to pay that neither coincide with the structure of state taxes nor with the concept of ability to pay according to the state rule of recognition. In a normative perspective, as long as taxes imposed by traditional authorities result from the communication discourse and are considered to be valid by the members of a traditional community in the Habermasian sense, they may coexist with state taxes, since they will not be contrary to the rule of law and to the normative perspective of legal pluralism. Those traditional taxes can be an income tax, a sales tax, a property tax or a poll tax adopting a commonly accepted concept of ability to pay. In such a case, state taxes must take into account the total tax burden imposed on a taxpayer, in order to prevent double taxation resulting from traditional and state taxes leading to confiscatory taxation or generalized tax avoidance and/or evasion. In contrast, taxes imposed by traditional authorities that are not valid in the Habermasian sense described above are to be rejected.

Moreover, state taxes must take into account other legalities with influence on taxes, such as traditional contracts and traditional concepts of wealth, traditional concepts of the family aggregate, as well as contracts based on market rules, but not recognized by state law (such as the transfer of use and exploitation of land to which a market price is granted, beyond the payment of a fee). Otherwise, state taxes will not cover many contracts revealing ability to pay, on the one hand, and will not cover all meanings of the family aggregate, which will lead to
inequities, inefficiencies and abuse. Major challenges to state taxes in a developing country are taxation of multinationals, taxation of the informal sector and taxation of immigrant communities unable to benefit from special tax regimes who seek a privileged treatment in respect of tax compliance.

State taxes must try to cover all valid meanings of ability to pay in the state, even if this leads to some overlapping with infra-state taxes: this is an issue to be solved by an assessment about the vertical tax legalities. Thus, in taxes, unity of law means accepting and discussing the fundamental principles regarding equality among taxpayers, on the one hand (of ability to pay, of direct versus indirect taxes, of worldwide versus source taxation of income, progressivity versus proportionality or the amount of progressivity, global taxation of income versus dual systems, of taxing the formal and the informal sector) and equality among different political communities in the sense of fiscal federalism, on the other hand, and efficiency. The meaning of equality in personal and corporate income taxes is not self-evident, since measuring the ability to pay of an individual is far from undisputed. In fact, equality will very much depend on the concept of income, on the assessment rules, and on whether there is an option between net and gross taxation of income.

In personal income taxes, a decision may have to be taken on whether ability to pay is the individual ability to pay or the ability to pay of a group, such as a family. In that respect, it may have to be discussed whether the ability to pay of a family aggregate is relevant, what is a family aggregate for income tax purposes, and ultimately whether ability to pay of an aggregate as determined by traditional legalities is to be accepted and to what extent. Before unity of law is reached, ability to pay of plural aggregates according to plural legalities could be taken into account and it could be concluded that infra-state taxes or even infra-state fees to tax them would be more adequate than state taxes.

Tax equality in income taxes is also dependent on the concept of income, as well as on what constitutes net income, which assessment methods are adequate, to whom and when they are applicable (direct versus indirect methods), how the informal sector, on the one hand, and groups of companies and multinationals, on the other hand, are to be assessed.

D. Role of Transplanted Categories

The smooth evolution of a tax system calls for the previous colonial system to be taken into account, in order to avoid discontinuities, and that the tax systems belonging to the same legal family are taken into closer consideration than other comparative solutions. The fact that taxes fall on private law relations and that tax law interacts with nearly all legal fields (constitutional, administrative, company, insolvency, family and inheritance, contracts, penal law and administrative offences law, as well as public international law) also implies that prior attention has to be granted to the domestic legal system, and to those legal systems belonging to the same family.

This is true not only in respect of the written law in force, but also in respect of the courts’ case law, since courts often rely on the case law of the ex-colonial master courts, transplanting categories in a more or less accurate way. Both national courts and tax administration very often quote tax law commentaries and tax books regarding the tax laws of the ex-colonial master. This is especially true for general tax codes and any procedural and judicial process laws.

Two categories of transplanted concepts and regimes have to be taken into account, when discussing tax reforms in developing countries belonging to a certain family of law: the transplanted legal categories imported by tax law from other legal areas, such as dependent workers, independent workers, private property, building sites, land, sale, usufruct, rental, inheritance, gift – where the private and public law domestically written concepts are transplanted from the ex-colonial master legislation in force at the time of the reform; and the transplanted tax concepts or regimes such as taxpayer, allowances, burden of proof. These concepts and regimes can either be transplanted by the legislator or by national courts and tax administration when interpreting domestic law.

Transplantation of legal categories is also a dynamic process involving diversified influences. Many tax concepts and regimes reveal a universal language, overcoming the traditional division between civil law and common law systems (for example, transfer pricing regimes, beneficial ownership, neutral taxation of restructuring operations, thin capitalization rules). That is due to the lobbying of multinationals, exercising legitimate pressure to benefit from identical or similar regimes worldwide and

---

aimed at reducing compliance costs. In general, foreign investors operating in developing countries are willing to be handled in the same manner independently of where they are operating, and this implies that income tax codes, consumption tax codes and general tax laws, as well as tax litigation procedures, are expected to contain some sophisticated regimes that will be a challenge to the tax administration and local courts.

The role played by international organizations such as the OECD, Global Forum, IMF, World Bank, the EU (e.g., TIEAS), CIAT, IFA, EATLP in respect of recommending best practices, providing technical assistance to the concepts and drafting of tax legislation, or providing international fora of debate, has greatly contributed to this universal language both within the OECD and in developing countries and to transplantation of legal categories, beyond the corresponding legal families.

The fact that tax legislation in developing countries is being drafted by lawyers of different legal traditions who meet and discuss in global fora, and/or in the framework of international organizations, grants to comparative law a role that is especially important in this context. Legal pluralism, as a basis for legal drafting of taxes, is experimented with and practiced, on a permanent basis, in an attempt to answer the expectations of pluri-located investors. Finally, autonomous interpretation of tax concepts and the corresponding rejection of interpretation according to the meaning in the exporting legal field also makes it easier to transplant tax concepts and regimes such as sale, rental, interest.

The phenomenon of regional integration will provoke a dynamic change in the transplantation of categories that cannot be ignored by the external legal drafter: for example, the aforementioned OHADA,70 where Guinea Bissau, a Portuguese ex-colony, is a member state among French ex-colony member states, and where harmonization measures are being mainly drafted by French lawyers. Another example is SADC,71 where Mozambique, also a Portuguese ex-colony, is a member state, among ex-colonies of the United Kingdom, and where many solutions thus are or will be of a common-law type. That change will be bigger if there are independent courts (as in OHADA) with recognized competence for uniform interpretation.

69 See Günther, supra note 22. For a critical view on global categories: Nelken, supra note 9, at 443–71.
70 Mozambican Constitution, arts 109 and 110.
71 See supra note 44.

VIII. DRAFTING OPTIONS AND CHALLENGES: MODELS OF LEGISLATION AND FOLLOW-UP OF THE REFORMS

Let us now assume that as a result of the technical assistance program, the work of the external legal drafter and the corresponding communication process in search of validity, a draft on a general tax code is enacted. It can be asked whether the tax principles and rules of a particular tax code that are assessed as valid beyond any legal pluralities and circumstances can be later used as a model of tax legislation. That could be done either by the same drafter or by others. If the drafter of the tax reform is the same expert regarding a group of countries, she will have her own concept of an ideal tax law/system and will tend to adopt as much as possible those ideas.

If a scale is adopted, such subsequent use will certainly be more accurate in legal systems belonging to the same legal family and having comparable economies than in legal systems that, although belonging to the same legal family, have very distinct economies and levels of human development. The latter can occur because their dimension is very different, the economic sectors are very different, the rule of law is observed in a satisfactory manner in one state but not in the other, or in one case there is political stability and in the other there is not.

Thus, as long as the legal background and the political, economic and social environments are similar, there are groups of solutions that can be considered ideal in a rule-of-law state. In respect of the subject topics under a general tax code, it is easier to find a common proposal that will correspond to a current idea of relationship between the tax administration and the taxpayer in a rule-of-law state and to human rights: issues such as interpretation, non-retroactivity, obligations of withholding agents and tax responsibility, tax domicile, transfer of tax credits and debts, prescription, the right to be notified of administrative acts, the obligation to fundamental acts, the burden of proof as a risk of spheres, the right to a fair hearing, the right to be notified before the tax administration implements a new tax assessment, presumptions regarding abusive practices, indirect methods wherever the taxpayer does not comply with his/her legal duties, the principles of investigation of the relevant facts (Untersuchungsprinzip) and of the true facts (materielle richtigkeit der Sachaufklärung, principio da verdade material), administrative rulings and their publicity, accounting obligations, voluntary payment and payment in instalments, guarantees of credits, interest for
delayed delivery of tax assessment or for delayed payment of taxes, the principles of legality, proportionality, equity, confidentiality of data.

The same reasoning applies wherever the groups of taxpayers and tax objects can be identified and are similar worldwide: taxation of multi-nationals, taxation of charities and non-governmental organizations, taxation of the informal sector, taxation of small and medium-sized companies, taxation of interest, dividends and capital gains. Another issue is whether it makes sense to have one legal drafter for the whole tax system, or at least for all direct taxes or income taxes, or for all indirect taxes, and for procedural tax laws. Consistency of a tax system will call for one or a small committee of legal drafters to be responsible for related tax codes.

Enactment of tax drafts ideally involves not only national officials but also public discussion with all interested parties, namely, the private sector, practitioners, tax consultants, accountants, and judges. If the process is to be taken into consideration by the national government before submitting the draft to discussion in specialized committees in parliament and to final approval by the plenary. Parliamentary procedures are not, however, the best way to ensure coherence and consistency of the tax regimes; parliaments often introduce amendments in plenary sessions, including last-minute amendments, and this jeopardizes the aforementioned purpose of coherence and consistency of the regime: examples of last-minute amendments are the ad hoc amendments to deadlines granted to the taxpayer in respect of different procedural and judicial process steps, and the amendments to the amount of penalties, without considering the internal consistency of the different deadlines and penalties proposed.

It has also to be taken into account that in developing countries, the negotiation between governments and parliaments take place without the presence of foreign experts, for obvious reasons of sovereignty. Taking into account the lack of national expertise, the amendments in the specialized committee will also more often than not introduce incoherence and inconsistencies to the proposed law and jeopardize the expected results of the law.

Another aspect relates to the fact that where technical assistance in drafting is granted by international organizations, the follow-up of the reforms and their implementation may not be accomplished in an optimal manner. Two problems will often occur. On the one hand, there will be problems related to correct implementation, due to different interpretation of the legislation by the tax administration throughout the country. Rulings often do not exist and case law will not be publicly available. In the worst cases, either the legislation or the rulings or the case law or all of them will not be publicly available. On the other hand, when the tax legislation enacted faces lobbies and negative reactions from important groups of voters, amendment will often be drafted by the national officials at the tax administration, and even if the underlying purpose may be adequate, the lack of expertise may lead to a technically inconsistent result.

However, if both legislators and officials applying the law use technically deficient legal language, a domestic, neutral result may be achieved, as long as there is agreement on the meaning used.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter aimed at discussing the role that an external legal drafter should play when invited to assist a tax reform in a developing country. She is an ideal tax law drafter – our Hercules legislator – who aims to acknowledge the plural legalities in force in the host country, the existing constraints and challenges. Plural legalities comprise pre-colonial traditional tax legalities, the colonial tax legality, tax legalities of the various communities originally belonging to different states, nations and cultures, and that can overlap either in a vertical or horizontal manner. In order to be fully aware of those facts, she will act through genuine communication with the national tax officials in a legislative committee. She aims at having her tax legal drafts enter into force and be valid, not only by being compliant with Hart’s rules of recognition, but also according to the concept of validity in Habermas.

In order to reach validity, she will have not only to identify the plural legalities in force (descriptive approach), but also to adopt a normative and dynamic approach. For this, she will have to select which traditional and colonial legality (or legalities) in force must be included in the tax reform; which ones are to be rejected; which transplanted categories of the ex-colonial master are to be adopted; which global tax concepts can be imported. This normative approach has to comply with the rule of law and inherent principles of taxation.

The fact that our external legal drafter is expected to carry on a very demanding task led us to call her a Hercules legislator by analogy to Dworkin’s Hercules judge. It was, however, recognized that although the Hercules judge aims to reach the right answer, our Hercules legislator can merely aim to reach one right answer due to the vast number of combinations her tax law drafts may reveal. Moreover, where validity of law as imagined by Habermas aims at being valid over time, tax reforms
have limited validity in time, due to the oscillation of economic and political conditions and constraints, which is increasing faster in the global order (although the timeframe will vary depending on the tax matters at stake).

Admitting that our Hercules legislator does not exist, this chapter contends that where an external legal drafter plays her role seriously, she will be able to contribute to the validity of a tax reform of a developing country, in compliance with rule of law parameters. Her tax reform will not be the arithmetic sum of the existing pipes, but she will try to represent a valid pipe.

7. The place of law in the evolution of Chinese fiscal federalism

Wei Cui*

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of tax design for economic development is well understood and uncontroversial.¹ The drafting of tax legislation to implement tax policy in developing countries has also received attention from organizations such as the International Monetary Fund.² However, the role of tax law as a determinant of economic development has been less often explored. What part has tax law, as distinguished from the tax policies that it embodies more or less perfectly, played in either enhancing or hindering development? This is not a whimsical question. Many developing countries in search of appropriate tax policies also have fledgling legal systems. In these countries, a legal – including constitutional – framework for developing and implementing tax legislation cannot be taken for granted. As a result, the legal perspective is often missing or barely present in tax policy debates. By contrast, it is customary for scholars in developed countries to structure discussions about taxation by reference to a wide range of legal doctrines, norms and interpretations. Herein lies a gap between the respective tax policy discourses in developed and developing countries, and legal scholars have a particular stake in assessing the significance of the gap: even if the law cannot be easily dismissed as superfluous, its importance for tax policy in

* I am grateful for comments by audiences at the University of Melbourne, University of Minnesota and Peking University law schools on presentations on the material in this chapter.
